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Finding the right talent with career.place 

A hiring manager at an engineering design & manufacturing company had a 
challenge – finding qualified talent. Like many small, privately-owned 
businesses, competing for talent is difficult at best, especially when they 
cannot offer the same large salaries, colorful perks, and alluring locations as 
their larger counterparts.  

Company profile: 

Size: SMB  

Industry: Engineering 
design & manufacturing 

Job: Materials Manager 

When they needed a Materials Manager, they looked for months without success. It was time to try 
something new, so the company turned to career.place. 

 

Adjusting requirements to increase the candidate pool 

At first, a problem persisted – many people were viewing the job, but very few applied (almost nil). They 
were not getting enough candidates. That is, until we looked at the job requirements and asked a simple 
question… 

“Why do you need a degree and at least 5 years of experience for this position?”  

“I need to know they are qualified,” came the response from the hiring manager.  

“But, with career.place, doesn’t the knowledge requirements and scenario questions answer if they 
are qualified – what do the years of experience and the degree add?” I asked. 

After a bit of conversation, the hiring manager agreed to take a chance. He set up A/B testing where: 

A - The control: The company continued with the existing requirements through their traditional channels. 
The job was posted directly to a popular job board and the hiring manager collected and reviewed the 
resumes and used screening phone calls to select candidates for final interviews. 

B - Adjusted requirements with career.place: posted a modified version of the job through career.place, 
removing the degree and experience requirements and replacing them with scenario questions to test for 
knowledge and ability. 

 

What happened: 

After a couple of days, he got many more applicants through career.place (and a few through the job board) 
and the company found itself with two viable candidates – one through their traditional method and one 
through career.place. 

A - Control candidate had a resume that checked all the standard boxes, including the years of experience 
and the degree. 

B - Career.Place candidate successfully passed through the qualification process, showcasing their knowledge 
and qualifications.  

It turned out the career.place candidate had over a decade of experience but no degree. He would never 
have passed a resume screening, however, thanks to the scenario questions, the hiring manager was 
confident the candidate could do the job and brought him in for an interview. 

As for the control candidate with the years of experience and the degree (who wanted more money because 
of those years and the degree)…well, now that the hiring manager had proof that the career.place candidate 
could do the job, he wanted proof that the other candidate could also do the job. He took the scenario 
questions that he used in career.place and sent it to the control candidate. That candidate failed. 

The career.place candidate received the offer. 
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The career.place candidate experience 

The career.place candidate spoke to us about his experience.  

“I was applying for this job on my phone while giving my kids a bath. But I stopped – this is different! I 
need to concentrate on this one.” 

He stopped.  

Later that night, after he finished the kid’s night time routine, he sat at his computer, signed in, and 
concentrated. Rather than the ‘quick apply’ attach resume here, he spent time showcasing his qualifications.  

What did he think? 

It was the first time he felt like his time and effort mattered. He felt like the employer valued his knowledge 
and experience rather than weeding him out because he did not have a degree.  

He thanked the engineering company for a process that was fair and valued him. 

 

Imagine if a company took the time to implement a fair and engaging process – one that valued every 
candidate that applied. Think of how much more confident you would be in the candidate’s qualifications, 
and how much more appreciative candidates would be for being respected and given a fair chance for the 
opportunity. 

Now, stop imagining – it is real, and it is called career.place 

 


